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DISCOVERY FAMILY INTRODUCES BUDDING DECORATORS & DIY PARTY 

MAVENS TO THE AWE-INSPIRING WORLD OF CHILDREN’S PLAYROOMS AND 

DREAM PARTIES WITH NEW SERIES THE DENGINEERS AND POST MY PARTY 
 

(Miami, FL) – This January, Discovery Family is engineering outrageous playrooms for deserving children and 

making party planning a piece of cake with the launch of THE DENGINEERS and POST MY PARTY, two 

new series premiering Tuesday, January 3 starting at 7/6c.  

 

Children love creating their own private hideaways, either in the house, the backyard or even in a tree! In 

Discovery Family’s 11-episode series THE DENGINEERS, premiering Tuesday, January 3 at 7/6c, an elite 

team dedicated to making out-of-this-world playrooms and playhouses for children travel the UK to bring 

youngster’s dreams to life by building whatever (and wherever) their imagination takes them! Hosts Mark 

Wright and Lauren Layfield join a cast of construction marvels and masterminds to create truly astonishing kid-

friendly worlds with magical atmospheres. From a football-inspired recreation room to a massive music amp 

shaped playhouse in the corner of the garden, THE DENGINEERS aims to inspire, inform and educate young 

aspiring builders through jaw-dropping surprises, celebrity twists and amazing feats of engineering where the 

kids are always in charge! 

 

Throwing a party in your own home can be incredibly stressful even at the best of times. Immediately following 

new episodes of THE DENGINEERS on Tuesdays at 7:30/6:30c, POST MY PARTY features event expert 

and DIY maven Lynzie Kent as she helps up-and-coming hosts bring their dream parties to life by guiding them 

through a series of handmade projects that are guaranteed to make any event memorable, special and one of a 

kind. Owner of the visionary brand Love by Lynzie and event planner extraordinaire, Lynzie Kent is known as 

the queen of DIY with a special knack for taking any party idea, however big or small, and making it a reality. 

Throughout the 13-episode season of POST MY PARTY, Lynzie assists party hosts in search of a truly unique 

and personalized occasion all within their own home by turning their wish list of must haves into the 

handcrafted celebration of their dreams. From a Barcelona-inspired house warming to a Hollywood glam 

engagement party, Lynzie helps produce some of the most creative and visually captivating parties that no one 

will forget! 

 

THE DENGINEERS is produced by CBBC Productions and distributed exclusively worldwide by Beyond 

Distribution. For CBBC Productions, Annette Williams is the executive producer and Jennifer Morrison is the 

series producer. POST MY PARTY is produced by General Purpose Entertainment in partnership with Blue 

Ant Media Productions. Scott MacNeil is the executive producer for General Purpose Entertainment and Sam 

Linton is the executive producer for Blue Ant Media Productions. To learn more, go to 

http://www.discoveryfamilychannel.com, on Facebook at Facebook.com/DiscFamily and on Twitter 

@DiscoveryFamily. 

 
About Discovery Family 

The leading television destination for families in the United States, Discovery Family is available in more than 64 million 

U.S. homes and is a joint venture of Discovery Communications and Hasbro. Discovery Family is programmed with an 

inspirational mix of original series, family-friendly movies, and programming from Discovery’s non-fiction library and 

Hasbro Studios’ popular animation franchises, including MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC, LITTLEST 
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PET SHOP and the Emmy-winning TRANSFORMERS RESCUE BOTS. In April 2016, Discovery Family was named 

Brand of the Year in the Kids’ TV category and ranked highest in “Trust” and “Love” in the Kids’ TV category in the 

28th annual Harris Poll EquiTrend® Study. For 2016-to-date, Discovery Family ranks as the #1 most co-viewed kid’s 

network among Kids 2-11 watching with an Adult 18-49 across Prime. 
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